Diggers could see an abundance of razor clams | Local News

Within a year, more than 500,000 people (nicknamed “diggers”) rushed to the gold fields of Australia. Most of these immigrants were British, but many prospectors from the United States, Germany, Poland, and China also settled in NSW and Victoria.

Balloon Gold Rush Begins | National Geographic Society

Since 2005-06 China (not including Hong Kong or Macau) was the third major source of permanent migrants to Australia. China’s move coincided with a joint drill by the US and its allies in the Philippine Sea, ‘It’s time for our stories’: Leonie Whyman on retelling the gold rush

The bodies of three alleged criminals were hung from diggers in Afghanistan by the Taliban, Beijing responded to US criticism by describing it as ‘irresponsible’

The Biden Afghanistan Catastrophe a boost for Russia, China, Pakistan and Iran. Woke Channel 9

The Wellingborough Diggers memorial video – Anticapitalist

History of Chinese Australians - Wikipedia

The word “China’ scarcely appears in the communiques issued by members of the Quad – the grouping of the US, India, Japan and Australia. Each of the four players has its own reasons, which differ from time to time, or occasion to occasion to deny that the Quad is a military alliance, even if, for other purposes, both Japan and Australia have formal military alliances with the United States.

Excavators | Excavator for Sale | Hydraulic Diggers - SANY

Australian Gold Rush Begins | National Geographic Society

Australian Real Estate & Property for Sale in Diggers Rest, VIC 3427

Fiji reef battle: judge finds China-linked developers

Australian Gold Rush Begins | National Geographic Society

Australian Gold Rush Begins | National Geographic Society

Australia’s economy is…

Agricultural pto grappes manufacturers for tractors - Ever

Climaxing China story: The Chinese who sought their fortunes in Ballarat

Coalition’s game of chicken with China for political

Coalition’s game of chicken with China for political

Coronavirus: How can China build a hospital so quickly
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The family of an Australian soldier killed by a rogue Afghan soldier in 2012 have spoken of their heartbreak at the news their son’s killer has been released from jail and now likely feted as a hero.

A prolonged slump would send shock waves through the global construction supply chain that spans iron ore mines supplying Chinese steelmakers to equipment manufacturers selling cranes and diggers. But

China’s ‘controlled demolition’ plan for Evergrande marks the end of its housing boom
For the second time in three months, China is grappling with the aftermath of violent floods caused by days of unusually intense rains that have left at least 28 people dead and displaced more than

As floods ravage China, 13 die after bus falls off bridge
According to the Taliban’s deputy governor Mawlawi Shir Ahmad Muhajir, the three men were killed by another man when they entered his home in Afghanistan’s Herat province.

Taliban publicly hang corpses of three ‘criminals’ from diggers in Afghanistan
Australian actress Alyssa Sutherland stars in new four-part SBS drama series ‘New Gold Mountain’ – set in Victoria’s goldfields in the 1850s.

‘Ground-breaking’: Alyssa Sutherland shines light on British rule and Chinese in gold-rush drama
Following the North-American sale to Oscilloscope and the world premiere in Cannes, Beijing-based Hupeast Media will release Tale of the King Crab by Alessio Rigo De Righi and Matteo Zoppis in China.

“Tale of the king crab” to be released in China
China, caught in the grips of a power crunch, has begun unloading Australian coal shipments despite an unofficial import ban.

Desperate China backflips on Australian coal
An excavator is seen at a construction site of new residential buildings in Shanghai, China, in this March 21, 2016 file photo. REUTERS/Aly Song/File Photo

Chinese property developers’ ability to repay debt hits decade low
Heavy rain across northern China this week has delayed the corn harvest, submerged fields in water and raised concerns about the quality of the crop in the world’s second largest producer, analysts

Heavy rain hits China corn harvest, raises quality concerns
Vacuum excavator companies received improved demand from construction sector, market to double through 2011
Fall is a great time to plant trees. Trees play an important part in our environment. They help improve our air quality, prevent water runoff, provide protection and food for wildlife, conserve energy

Gardener column: fall is the best time to plant a tree
Oct 5, 2021 (The Expresswire) — "Final Report will add the analysis of the impact of COVID-19 on this industry."

Vacuum excavator companies received improved demand from construction sector, market to double through 2011
MELBOURNE, Australia — Australia’s Victoria state on Friday reported a record of 1,838 new COVID-19 cases and five deaths.